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£34.99
Perfect for those days when the weather can't
decide if it's hot or cold, sunny or rainy, this
gilet is the ultimate indecisive weather
companion. With its showerproof and
windproof qualities - the college gilet will keep
you comfortable in unpredictable weather
conditions. The stand-up padded collar ensures
a sleek, elevated look. Using innovative
techniques that transforms post-industrial
materials and discarded plastic bottles into
premium sustainable yarns, this gilet puts
traditional yarns to shame. A truly eco-
conscious choice.

.

G ILET  PUFFER

£39.99
Our most popular piece in the collection, and
for good reason - the puffer jacket is more
versatile than a Swiss Army knife. Wear it
while climbing Mount Everest, or while
lounging in bed watching Netflix. It has the
embroidered crest on the left chest and the
option to add your initials on the opposite
chest. With showerproof padded insulation, a
soft touch inner collar, two front zip pockets
and an inner pocket, you'll feel like a walking
sleeping bag.

PUFFER  JACKET



£29.99
Effortlessly stylish, the retro varsity jacket
exudes sprezzatura - a cool nonchalance that
makes it the perfect choice for days when you
want to look effortlessly put-together.
Featuring a knitted collar, cuffs and hem with
stripe detail. This jacket is available in a
variety of colours to suit your individual style.

VARS I TY  JACKET

£39.99
Cozy up in style with the unisex sherpa full zip
fleece. Crafted from regenerated materials, this
piece is a stylish and eco-conscious addition to
your wardrobe. The soft touch of the fabric
will have you feeling like you're wrapped up in
a warm hug. Featuring two front pockets, as
well as elasticated cuffs and hem to provide a
comfortable and snug fit, perfect for chilly
days.
.

SHERPA  FLEECE



£29.99
The heavyweight panelled rugby shirt,
designed with a traditional woven collar for a
timeless touch. Crafted from 100% ringspun
cotton with sewn-in contrast stripe around the
body and sleeves, this shirt evokes a retro-
inspired aesthetic. Available in a range of
colours to suit your style.

.

PANELLED  RUGBY  SH I RT

£29.99
The heavyweight striped rugby shirt, designed
with a traditional woven collar for a timeless
touch. Crafted from 100% ringspun cotton with
sewn stripes. Complete with an embroidered
crest on the left chest, this shirt is available in
a range of colours to suit your style.

STR I PED  RUGBY  SH I RT



£29.99
The high-performance active t-shirt boasts a
cutting-edge quick-drying textured fabric,
specially designed for optimal training sessions.
Made entirely from eco-friendly performance
fabric that has superior cooling capabilities.
Comfy loose fit. 

.

PERFORMANCE  T - SH I RT

£15.99
Luxuriously soft and gentle on the skin, the
unisex college t-shirt is crafted entirely from
100% organic cotton. Available in a selection of
colours to suit your personal taste.

COTTON T - SH I RT



£21.99
Perfect for cozying up on chilly days, the
heavyweight college sweatshirt is made from a
plush and gentle 340gsm fabric that will keep
you warm through even the most brutal of
Netflix binges. Boasting a stylish drop-shoulder
design, a classic crew neck style, and
meticulous triple needle stitching details that
showcase its superior craftsmanship. The
ribbed neck, cuff, and waist, ensures a snug
and cozy fit that you can enjoy all day long.

.

SWEATSH I RT

£27.99
Wear it in the winter, wear it in the autumn,
wear it in bed - you can’t go wrong with this
stash staple. Boasting a chic drop shoulder
style, soft cotton-faced fabric, and ribbed cuffs
and hem, the college hoodie provides a snug
fit that will keep you cozy all season long.
Perfect for running errands or lounging at
home. 

HOODIE



£29.99
The 1/4 zip sweatshirt is the ultimate student
wardrobe essential that you'll reach for time
and time again. This sweatshirt features a
premium metal YKK zip, soft and comfortable
cotton faced fabric, and ribbed cuffs and hem
for a refined finish. Make it one-of-a-kind by
customising the right chest with your initials or
name.

.

1 / 4  Z I P  SWEATSH I RT

£32.99
The panelled 1/4 zip sweat features a striking
cut and sew contrast stripe panel that sweeps
gracefully across the chest and sleeves, adding
a touch of contemporary flair. The sleek metal
zipper and twin needle stitching complete the
look. Whether you're venturing out for a night
on the town or cocooning at home for an all-
nighter, the panelled 1/4 zip sweat is a
distinctive and cozy statement piece that's
perfect for any season.

PANELLED  1 / 4  Z I P



£32.99
Elevate your winter wardrobe with our stylish
unisex zip neck sweater. Designed to keep you
warm and cozy during the colder months, this
sweater boasts a classic look with modern eco-
friendly materials. Crafted with a keen eye for
detail, it features a ribbed collar, cuffs, and
hem. In an effort to reduce global landfill
waste, each jumper is crafted from innovative
Re-Gen fabric that blends pre-consume waste
cotton with recycled polyester, without the
need for dying. You can feel good knowing
that you're making a sustainable choice for the
planet.

Z I P -NECK  JUMPER

£27.99
Wrap yourself in a world of warmth and
comfort with the college full zip fleece - the
ultimate cozy companion. This plush and cozy
fleece is designed to provide luxurious comfort
and retain warmth, making it perfect for all
seasons. Made from premium sustainable
yarns that are not only environmentally
friendly but also very soft and gentle on the
skin.

.

FULL  Z I P  FLEECE



£17.99
Made from premium-quality heavyweight
100% ultra cotton, the long sleeve college t-
shirt boasts a luxuriously soft fabric that feels
gentle against the skin. Featuring a ribbed
collar and cuffs for an added touch. Available
in a selection of colours. 

.

LONG SLEEVE  T - SH I RT

£34.99
Whether you're hiking, camping, or just taking
a stroll around the block, the sustainable mens
soft shell has got you covered (literally).
Featuring two front zip pockets, a stand-up
collar, and premium YKK zips, the sustainable
mens soft shell is the perfect accomplice for
your outdoor adventures. With its
showerproof, windproof, and breathable
properties, you can remain dry and
comfortable even in unfavourable weather
conditions.

SOFT  SHELL  JACKET



£26.99
Did you really go to Oxford if you didn’t leave
with a college fleece?  I mean, how else will
everyone know that you're not just some
impostor from Cambridge?  Our college fleece
is softer than a Shakespeare sonnet and
warmer than a cup of English breakfast tea.
You won't want to take it off once you put it
on. Stay cozy and comfortable during those
chilly morning lectures. Featuring the college
crest embroidered on the left chest, with the
option to add initials or a name to the right
chest.
.

1 / 4  Z I P  FLEECE

£24.99
Crafted from GOTS certified 100% organic
cotton canvas, the canvas barrel bag is the
perfect eco-friendly choice. With 340gsm
heavyweight fabric and a capacity of 20 litres,
this bag makes the ideal companion for your
adventures or daily errands. 
.

BARREL  BAG



£29.99
A firm favourite in ladies loungewear, and
perfect for cozying up at home on chilly winter
days. Crafted from a sumptuously soft, eco-
friendly blend of regenerated cotton and
recycled polyester, these bottoms feature side
pockets as well as a brushed back fleece
interior for extra warmth and comfort.
The elasticated waistband with inner drawcord
ensures a perfect fit, while wide open leg ends
add a touch of flair.

.

WIDE  LEG  BOTTOMS

£24.99
Gorgeously warm, soft cotton faced fabric
sweatpants with elasticated waistband and
inner drawcord. Ideal for those cold lazy days
this winter, or when you just want pure
comfort. 

CLASS IC  F I T  BOTTOMS



£12.99
Say goodbye to cold ears with the ultimate
winter essential. Featuring a soft double layer
knit that offers extra warmth and comfort,
perfect for the chilly days. Made entirely from
sustainable yarns, this item is a responsible
choice that prioritises the environment without
sacrificing on quality. Choose from a selection
of colours to match your style. 

.

CUFFED  BEANIE

£13.99
Introducing the vintage crested cap, crafted
from premium 100% brushed washed cotton.
Imbued with timeless appeal, this cap boasts a
beautifully embroidered College crest and
brass-effect buckle, alongside a durable 6
panel construction. Choose from a range of
unique colours to suit your style..

VINTAGE  CAP



£12.99
Made from 100% recycled polyester, this eco-
friendly bucket hat features the striking
embroidered crest, available in a choice of
colours to match your vibe. The elasticated
drawcord size adjuster with toggle ensures a
snug and comfortable fit, so you won't have to
worry about it flying off in the wind - what a
relief.

.

BUCKET  HAT

£17.99
The vintage-style bucket hat is an eco-friendly
choice, featuring the striking crest and a
selection of colours to match your vibe.
Crafted from environmentally friendly organic
cotton. The washing process lends subtle colour
variations, ensuring that each piece is one-of-a-
kind. .

VINTAGE  BUCKET  HAT



£16.99
The college Canvas Shopper, crafted from
premium heavyweight 407gsm 100% cotton
canvas. Featuring structured base and side
panels, this bag boasts a generous 20 litre
capacity, providing ample room for all your
essentials.

CANVAS  SHOPPER

£9.99
The eco-conscious tote bag is crafted from a
durable GOTS certified, 100% organic cotton
canvas. With a spacious capacity of 10 litres,
it's perfect for carrying all your essentials while
on the go. Suitable for carrying by hand or
over the shoulder. 
.

TOTE  BAG



WE HOPE YOU LOVE
THIS STASH DROP AS

MUCH AS WE DO 

F I Z A  +  H E N R Y  


